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Here are the key new features of FIFA 22, released for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One: Introducing “HyperMotion Technology,” the latest technology to capture the most authentic and refined movements on the pitch. With a live video feed from wearable technology, a real-world player's every sprint, tackle, pass, cutback and shot is captured in ultra-high definition, with a level of detail unseen in the real world. Created by Opta, this detailed data is then integrated into FIFA 22 to deliver motion and ball physics that gives every player a unique look and feel. Dynamically updated during a live match, the replays of players at the
peak of their movements can be viewed in near-real time – with a multitude of new, modern camera views – while in-game highlights can be replayed for posterity. Impacting every aspect of the game, “HyperMotion Technology” has been the key focus of EA SPORTS FIFA development this year. Combining realworld data with the in-game creation of artificial intelligence, EA SPORTS FIFA developers have built a player model that is now deeper and more intelligent than ever before – adding a new level of realism and fluidity to every player on the pitch. FIFA 22 'HyperMotion Technology' in the Game "A player’s authentic
physicality must be as close as possible to their real-world performance, so that we can really feel every millisecond of a player’s ball movement, sprint or tackle," commented David Rutter, Senior Producer on FIFA 22. "With ‘HyperMotion Technology,’ we are able to capture a player’s every touch and movement
during a match in ultra-high definition. From this data, the AI can then be created, using a realistic simulation of how a player moves. It allows for more accurate physical representation, making every player completely unique." Updated FIFA Ultimate Team The most modern Ultimate Team system on the market
will be unleashed in FIFA 22. Players will have more chance of finding and acquiring authentic, rare and legendary players with more options in all aspects of the Ultimate Team including assembling a squad of players from around the world, customising a squad with the likes of real-life legends and creators of
ultimate masterpieces, making deals in the FUT International Market, creating a squad from a set of cards, or even drafting your own Ultimate Team. More than just
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Features Key:
Create the club of your dreams, including your own stadium, kits, mascots and colors
Challenge yourself against world champions or the best FIFA players on the planet
Be fully immersed in the most authentic FIFA video games FIFA has ever created
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Now in its 18th season, and one of the most popular and celebrated games of all time, FIFA follows real-world leagues and competitions around the globe, immersing players into a multitude of authentic environments. With FIFA 22, the app’s physics engine has been retooled to make the ball feel more alive. Up to
32 players can face off on the pitch, with a flexible formation structure that unlocks different strategies for the way you want to play. The game supports up to 12 players offline in local splitscreen. The new season brings exciting new rule changes, new stadiums, and a new addition to the Franchise mode: The
ability to coach your club from the top of the game to the top of world football. Creating new methods for players to earn their spot on a team has also been a major focus of the season, and developer, EA SPORTS, has introduced a brand new matchmaking system for FIFA 22, with three tiers of in-game
matchmaking that will allow players to get into online action faster. FIFA Ultimate Team Combining authentic-feeling game play with an unparalleled roster of players, teams and stadiums, the UEFA Champions League Mode is now bigger and better than ever, with over 700 teams and 600+ players in Ultimate
Team. In the Ultimate Team mode, every player comes with their very own unique and expansive set of attributes and skills, meaning every one of them can be adapted and customised to play any role. The modes have been completely reworked, with each bringing their own spin on the game play. The ‘FUT
Draft’ allows you to customize the FUT team, adding your own players, formations, and head coaches to create your Ultimate Team. Selecting your team from several options, you can also buy packs of players with the extra currency you earn in-game, or by spending real-world money. In Franchise Mode, a new
level cap was introduced, allowing for more customisation and differentiation between players across the board, ensuring you have the best FUT team for your clubs playing style and budget. While nearly 15 years old, FIFA Ultimate Team is still the ultimate way to build your dream team, giving you the
opportunity to play as some of the greatest players that have ever played the game. Online Seasons Thanks to the game update, FIFA Online Seasons now includes leagues, tournaments, and prize pools bc9d6d6daa
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FUT PRO is now available in FIFA 22. Pro players can now improve their skills and tactics by building a reputation in FUT. Boost your experience points in ways that were previously only available by playing with real players in FUT Ultimate. First, your squad can learn new tactics, unique team skills, and improve
overall team chemistry with access to the ESPN Top 100 and ESPN Xtra Mileage cards. Secondly, players can improve their technical performances by unlocking new tech skills to hone their passing, shooting, and shooting range. FIFA Training – FIFA Training is now available in FIFA 22. Developed with FIFA Trainer
Pro, you can now manage and control your own training sessions, and work on your attributes as you unlock new training challenges with your FIFA Trainer. Starting from Level 50, you can assign each player’s playing time in different drills, and then receive rewards for progressing. FIFA Street – FIFA Street is now
available in FIFA 22. Enjoy all the action of the original and widely successful franchise with FUT Street Mode. Earn and exchange coins for extra rounds, players, and an all-new scoring record. FIFA Street 2 – FIFA Street 2 is now available in FIFA 22. Put your foot on the gas and the brakes with all-new power slides,
hit the turf with outrageous stunts, and experience just how deep the track has become with new ways to win and compete. FIFA 17 Women’s World Cup – Make history and be a part of the FIFA World Cup for the first time ever this FIFA World Cup is the next step in the story of the FIFA Women’s World Cup, and
the start of a new era in the female football world. FIFA 17 Women’s World Cup is a brand new way to play with a new story driven campaign featuring a brand new single player mode with an interactive story, an all-new weather system and new collectible medals. FIFA 17 Women’s World Cup is also playable with
FIFA ‘17 overall, which is the full game version of the FIFA 17 World edition including the FIFA 17 Women’s World Cup complete game and a host of other new features. FIFA ‘17 overall – Make history and be a part of the FIFA World Cup for the first time ever this FIFA World Cup is the next step in the story of the
FIFA World Cup, and the start of a new era in the

What's new in Fifa 22:
A Story-led Experience – With over 40 clubs and missions to complete and local radio and FM commentary from over 40 licensed commentators worldwide*, EA SPORTS FIFA 22 takes you on an
emotional journey within the beautiful story of the men and women who make football magic happen in Brazil. Get ready to challenge your friends with new Competitive Seasons & head-toheads and try your luck against the unpredictable Financial Times in a new Coin Toss mode.
Manage Your Club on New Controls - Select players from a variety of unique archetypes using a new user-friendly new first-party control scheme. Gain experience as a player, earn by scouring
your residential area for players in your Club and play the way you want – on the run, straight up the wing and through on goal, for example. Show off your imaginations with more user creation
features including My Player, clubs, kits and more.
New Faces of Football – In FIFA 17 we introduced the ability to create your Ultimate Team on the fly or use in game generated random players. By offering an assortment of variously powered
players you get a truly unique game experience. FIFA 22 introduces the Possibles, a new system that lets you customize your players by providing them with unique abilities/skill sets. Players
are split into five unique categories: Color, Power, Technique, Creativity and Pace. Possibles with the same ability generate from the same categories, however, their overall stats will vary based
on category, allowing you to choose players with whatever you desire. NOTE: For all players at all skill levels, Coins may be earned through the creation of coins through in game challenges like
Mastery or completing user generated tournaments.
Brand New Kit Creator – Tool for all aspiring and seasoned players to create their kit. Add new colors, new logos, and even new bodies to the design process. Save a new kit to your collection and
share it with the rest of your friends.
Futepass – Make it your mission to find these secret eggs scattered around the game and prove your skills against other players’ online stats. You may even get rewarded for your efforts.
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FIFA is a simulation of the beautiful game of football. Master your players' skills, tactics, and strategies as you compete in an array of sports games. This year, FIFA delivers the most authentic
football and FIFA play in FIFA 21. FIFA's gameplay innovations are powered by EA SPORTS Ignite, an intelligent engine that powers the game by analyzing your gameplay and tuning your players'
stats and attributes. • Master your team's tactics with 14.6 million new skill moves, including new player-controlled subs that allow you to quickly adapt to your opponent's style of play. • Distinguish
yourself with all-new Ultimate Team cards: 1,000 cards featuring major club players and 18 all-new clubs. • Dig deeper into the strategy of the game with all-new commentary and refereeing, where
the best live and on-the-field expertise is woven into the match. • Take on the world in online matches with friends, or kick off with head-to-head matches in Player Career mode. For the third year in
a row, FIFA 22 introduces the newest head-to-head system in any of your favorite competition modes. Create your dream team and face off against other friends or rivals on the global leaderboards!
New Features in FIFA 22 New Refereeing System FIFA 21 raised the bar for the refereeing in football games by giving you real-time control over decisions and letting you make big calls from
anywhere in the stadium. Now, in FIFA 22, you're in control from the field with new in-game decisions, a reworked blind spot system, and more. New Player-Controlled Substitutes You can now bring
your own players into battle with your own rules! Create the sub like a pro, assign it to a position, and start strategizing! Send your best player on to defend, send your ace striker on to attack, or
send in a winger to win it all in the last minute. New Pass Movements System Your players can now split off and play unique pass moves to outwit and outsmart the opposition. With the new 'Tactical
Demolition' move, you can pull off plays that you never thought possible—and change the course of a game. Faster Player Turn-Outs Turning your player out of defense faster is one of the big
differences between FIFA 21 and FIFA 22. Now, when your
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